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CHEBYSHEV'S APPROXIMATIONS 
W. A. Edson 
SRI International, 
333 Ravenswood Avenue, 
Menlo Park, California 94025 
During his lifetime P. Chebyshev published at least 20 papers 
covering a variety of topics. He is probably best remembered for 
the Chebyshev polynomials, associated with minimum-error functions. 
Electrical engineers make extensive use of frequency-selective 
filters and antennas designed on the basis of Chebyshev functions. 
Unfortunately his work is reported in journals that are found in 
only a few libraries, and only in French or Russian. In brief, 
the originals are inaccessible to most potential readers. I would 
like to read some of his papers, particularly those entitled 
"Th~orie des m~canismes connus sous le nom de parall~logrammes" 
[1853], Memolres presentes a l'Academle Imperlale des Sciences de 
St. P6tersbourg par divers Savants VII(1854), 539-568, also in 
Oeuvres 1(8), 111-143; "Sur les questions de minima que se 
rattachent ~ la representation approximative des fonctions" [1857], 
Bulletin de l'Acad~mie Imp~riale des Sciences de St. P~tersbourg. 
Sciences mathematiques et physiques XVI(1858), col. 145-149; also 
in Oeuvres I, 705-710; and Memoires de l'Acad~mie Imp6riale des 
Sciences de St.-P~tersbourg. Sciences mathematiques et physiques 
VII(1859), 199-291, also in Oeuvres 115, 273-378. 
If English translations of these papers exist I would like 
to obtain the references. If not, I would like to encourage some 
scholar to generate and publish them. I believe that many engi- 
neers and scientists would appreciate and benefit from such an 
effort. 
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